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Surround sound and now immersive audio are realities in professional mixing and production but, as Kevin Hilton reports, 
it could be the emerging world of virtual reality, hand-in-hand with the consumer market, that is setting the pace

V irtual Reality won’t merely replace TV. It 

will eat it alive.” Novelist and futurologist 

Arthur C Clarke’s pronouncement on 

the all-encompassing, alternative world 

technology has not been fully realised but VR is now 

beginning to break into the mainstream, with gaming 

and cinemas exploiting its potential. Sound is a major 

part of the experience, with somewhat generically 

termed 3D audio adding to the spatial involvement.

Using Clarke’s rationale, immersive audio should be 

chomping up stereo and mono and spitting them out. 

That may never happen completely but surround sound 

has evolved to off er a more realistic approximation 

of how we hear sounds in the real world. Modern 

headphone technology – for mobile devices and games 

consoles as well as VR headsets – combined with sound 

bars for TV screens are making a specialist interest 

technology that called for multiple loudspeakers and 

additional receivers more generally accessible.

Jack Wetherill, senior market analyst for home 

electronics with technology analysis company 

Futuresource Consulting, observes that the market is 

dividing into “convenience versus quality”. While there 

is still “very solid demand” for high-end audio systems 

in custom home theatre installations, Wetherill says 

wireless speakers and sound bars are off ering a way for 

people to have a more immersive audio experience in 

their homes for less outlay and eff ort.

“Manufacturers such as Onkyo, Denon and Pioneer 

are adopting formats such as DTS:X and Dolby Atmos,” 

Wetherill comments. “But the hardware is only one part 

of this. The other is the content. There are now more 

than a handful of DTS:X discs and over 50 Atmos titles.” 

As for VR, Wetherall says sound is an integral part of the 

experience: “It does not work without the right type of 

sound to sync with the orientation.”

As VR and the associated fi eld of augmented 

reality (AR) move beyond the confi nes of professional 

broadcast and fi lm production, audio producers 

and engineers are looking at how to complement 

the 360-degree images sonically. Post-production 

engineer Andres Mayo is co-chair of the inaugural 

AES International Conference on Audio for Virtual and 

Augmented Reality., which will take place from 30 

September to 1 October during the AES Convention.

While acknowledging that both VR and AR will 

play a part in further raising awareness of what 

immersive audio can do, Mayo does not see them as 

the sole deciding factor: “I don’t think VR will be the 

game changer but it will certainly be one of the main 

components in the new way we perceive entertainment,” 

he says.

More specifi cally Mayo feels it is a component of 

VR – the headphones – that will have a major infl uence 

on greater appreciation and uptake of spatial sound. 

“Headphones are already playing a major role towards 

massive adoption of VR and 3D audio,” he says. 

“Everybody uses headphones. That’s the real game 

changer for 3D audio. Many years ago, when binaural 

technology was developed, setting up a decent listening 

environment could prove challenging. Nowadays, with 

Auro 3D’s Wilfried van Baelen with his AMS Neve 88D 

3D-audio large-format mixing console

Futuresource Consulting’s Jack Wetherill: the market is dividing 

into “convenience versus quality”

Immersive audio – 
virtually a reality? 
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good quality headphones being massively adopted at 

very low prices, they become one of the biggest drives 

for 3D audio.”

Rob France, senior product marketing manager with 

Dolby Laboratories, agrees that headphones are playing 

a major role, particularly for VR: “With that there is not a 

single point of reference. As people move around while 

wearing the headset – headphones are key.” France 

adds that after moving into 3D audio for cinema with 

Atmos, Dolby is extending that technology’s immersive 

reach into other areas, although with different 

considerations for each.

“The whole point with Atmos objects is the location,” 

he explains. “3D audio is for more creative work and 

when it comes to home cinema and TV the key things 

from cinema still apply. You need to be able to locate 

sounds anywhere in the room and while there are 

difficulties with putting loudspeakers in the ceiling, 

we’ve designed the system to go across many more 

sound formats, including sound bars as well as home 

cinema installations.”

Dolby developed the Rendering and Mastering Unit 

(RMU) to produce a version of Atmos for the home, 

which delivers a bigger production audio feel for filmic 

episodic TV series such as Game of Thrones. Auro 

Technologies’ Auro 3D channel-based immersive 

system has not as yet made inroads into TV but the 

company does see potential for it in non-linear video 

streaming.

Auro 3D is beginning to feature in the home market 

on Blu-ray Disc (BD); the most recent notable release 

is the original 1974 version of The Texas Chainsaw 

Massacre in 4K Ultra High Definition with a 13.1 

immersive mix. While Dolby Atmos has begun to 

dominate the market in the same way Dolby Digital 

did with 5.1, Auro-3D has found favour with mainland 

European film producers and facilities. The Belgian 

developer has also moved into object-based spatial 

processing with Auro-3D Max for the cinema market.

Auro Technologies chief technology officer Bert Van 

Daele says there are several elements to reproduce in 

the home, with the starting point being 9.1: “The number 

of speakers is not that different from Atmos. It is 5.1 

plus four height speakers.” NHK, 22.2, like Auro-3D, is 

a channel-based system and aims to have a realistic 

representation of height.

NHK developed 22.2 in conjunction with Fairlight 

as the 3D audio component of the 8K Super Hi-Vision 

television and video format. During the 2016 Rio 

Olympics NHK worked with host broadcaster OBS 

to reproduce both 22.2 sound and 8K pictures for a 

number of Super Hi-Vision test sites in both Brazil 

and Japan. The technologies featured on coverage of 

the opening and closing Ceremonies and five featured 

sports: judo, swimming, athletics, basketball and the 

men’s football final.

The BBC was also carrying out tests of new 

technology during the Olympic Games, with its 

360-degree VR feeds available on Android, iOS and 

Samsung Gear VR, as well as online through the BBC 

Taster service. Details of the accompanying audio 

were not made available during the Games but the 

project can be seen as a continuation of the work the 

broadcaster has been doing into both VR and immersive 

sound in recent years.

BBC R&D has been looking at different approaches to 

immersive audio, using both Ambisonics and binaural. 

As reported in the March edition of PSNEurope, Turning 

Forest, a CGI animation with a 3D binaural soundtrack, 

was produced by the BBC under its Audio Research 

Partnership with the S3A Future Spatial Audio for 

an Immersive Listener Experience at Home project. 

Originally produced as a sound-only piece for listening 

tests, Turning Forest was expanded to have CGI VR 

graphics and debuted at the Tribeca Film Festival 

Storyscapes Exhibition during April, .

Earlier this year Fairlight’s chief technology officer 

Tino Fibaek commented that a “phenomenal amount 

of investment” was going into VR. “There is a lot of VR 

coming out and it will be the perfect place to roll out 

immersive sound,” he said. “It will be easy to render 3D 

audio into a headphone mix.”

Fairlight, which recently put its audio products 

division up for sale, produced the 3DAW application for 

digital audio workstations. This allows an immersive 

soundscape to be created and then mastered in Dolby 

Atmos, Auro-3D, 22.2 or DTS MDA. As well as MDA 

(Multi-Dimensional Array), DTS also produces the DTS:X 

system for both the cinema and BD/home AV markets.
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Andres Mayo: “VR will certainly be one of the main components in the 

new way we perceive entertainment”

David McIntyre: “DTS is putting a lot of effort into VR innovation”
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David McIntyre, 

senior vice president 

of corporate strategy, 

standards and business 

development at DTS, 

observes that while 

“the future of VR is 

still to be written”, it’s 

driving innovation 

in the production of 

programming and other 

material, as well in distribution and playback. “It has the 

potential to be a game changer and DTS is putting a lot 

of effort into innovation in the VR arena,” he says. “The 

critical element will be if content creators can come 

up with compelling VR experiences that resonate with 

consumers. Our job at DTS is to provide the tools and 

technologies to enable content creators to do just that.”

McIntyre sees “a symbiotic relationship between 

home formats and professional formats”, explaining that 

all material for the domestic market has to be authored 

in a professional environment with the appropriate 

systems and standards. He adds that immersive audio 

and NGA (next generation audio) codecs have taken 

some time to be developed and are only now beginning 

to be rolled out; this started with AVR (audio visual 

receiver) products over the last year, with TVs and other 

products over the coming few years.

“The systems are fully developed in concept and now 

we are at the rollout stages,” McIntyre says. “You see 

different products in different markets. For BD there 

is DTS:X and Dolby Atmos, whereas in other markets 

you might see MPEG-H, with DTS:X, Atmos and Auro in 

cinema. I do not expect to see other formats emerge and 

fully expect to see the market coalesce around the three 

traditional major providers: DTS, Dolby and MPEG.”

MPEG-H Audio was published 

as an international standard in 

2015, the same year Fraunhofer 

IIS, Technicolor and Qualcomm 

demonstrated a full broadcast 

chain using the format, which 

has three transmission modes: 

conventional loudspeaker 

channels, audio objects,or a 

scene-based coding system 

based on Ambisonics.

The standardisation of 

MEPG-H Audio is unlikely to 

clarify the immersive sound situation, which will most 

certainly evolve with a number of options for different 

applications. Only not as many as 22.2. 

www.aes.org

www.andresmayo.com

www.auro-3d.com

www.dolby.com

www.dts.com/

www.fairlight.com.au

+ Futuresource will be discussing virtual reality and 

immersive audio at the Audio Collaborative conference, on 

Tuesday, 8 November at the Ham Yard Hotel in London.

Music has not had the most creatively satisfying 

or commercially rewarding relationship with 3D 

audio. In the 1970s quadrophonic surround sound 

had a brief heyday but was ultimately defeated by 

imprecise spatial image reproduction and the need 

for special playback equipment.

During the 1990s the advent of Dolby AC-3 and 

other 5.1 technologies breathed new life in the 

concept of audio-only surround recording. Super 

Audio CD and the short-lived DVD-audio format 

were seen as real contenders, but the market did 

not go beyond the enthusiast and audiophile into the 

mainstream.

The industry has never given up completely on 

surround music and virtual reality could be a key 

factor in its revival. “Coming from the music industry 

and having worked as a post production engineer for 

over 25 years, I feel I identified mostly with music 

and think that there is still a great role for it to play in 

VR and 3D audio,” says Andres Mayo. “I am currently 

beta testing the Dolby VR suite and for many projects 

we’ve been working on in the past three to six 

months involving concerts, there is a huge interest in 

post-producing them in VR and adding 3D audio as a 

main attraction.”

David McIntyre at DTS agrees that VR might be 

the first area where “music goes immersive” as 

people begin to experiment with a new medium 

but feels this does not necessarily mean a major 

breakthrough for the technology: “For music it is an 

interesting artistic tool but the industry is so heavily 

focused on stereo I don’t see any large scale move to 

immersive audio for music any time soon,” he says.

Others see great potential in immersive music. 

Researchers at the Eurecat Technological Centre 

of Catalonia have developed Sfëar for production, 

distribution over streaming platforms and live 

performance. The technology is based on emulating 

binaural sound and made its debut last year on 

3D recordings made by artists including Mr J and 

Timothy Schmele. It has also been tested live at this 

year’s Sonar+D festival in Barcelona in a demo area 

fitted out with Amate Audio’s 

SA3D DSP platform installed in 

25 JK26A+ two-way cabinets.

Adan Garriga, director 

of Eurecat Audiovisual 

technologies, commented at 

the time, “3D sound will be the new standard in the 

audio industry, just like stereo sound erupted in the 

1950s and the shift from stereo to 5.1 surround 

sound [was made] in the 1980s. The technology is 

so innovative that it has the potential to completely 

change the music market, as well as streaming 

and sales platforms such as discos and live music 

events.”

A key manufacturing partner working with Eurecat 

on Sfëar is Amate Audio, which is supplying its SA3D 

distributed DSP loudspeaker technology for live 

reproduction of the format. “It has been used in a 

festival situation but there will be more development 

before we go to other ‘real life’ festivals,” comments 

head of research Joan Amate. “The system has 

different processing for each channel, which runs 

through a computer, a dedicated processor or at each 

cabinet.”

A more esoteric approach to an enveloping 

soundscape that aims to accurately reproduce 

a performance is Learprint, developed by Alain 

Français. Also known as the ‘Ear Footprint’, the 

system is designed to produce a natural soundscape 

using temporal distribution, with sources mixed 

through a Yamaha Nuage controller.

www.amateaudio.com

www.eurecat.org

Immersive audio for music and live performance

Eurecat’s SFËAR demonstration with Amate Audio’s SA3D 

‘enabled’ JK26A speakers at the Sonar+D event in June 

Recording the 3D binaural soundtrack for Turning Forest

Game of Thrones was the first TV 

show broadcast in Dolby Atmos

BBC Sport’s 360 VR coverage of Rio 2016
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